
PERSONAL INVENTORY

Want to turn your dreams into reality in ? Start with taking a personal inventory. Review your results, brainstorm options,
and do your.

I strive to do good by recognizing the interdependence among various virtues and then doing what is best. It
allows them to learn which candidate is the best fit for the job. I refuse to inflict pain on others, speak or act
violently, harass, exploit, or denigrate others. My friends have earned my trust. I am neither rash nor
cowardly; I do not fear failure. You might, for example, decide you need to move to Los Angeles and enroll in
acting school. My cognitive development is satisfactory. Now, your circumstances are probably entirely
different from what mine were. I enjoy my liberty. Taking a personality test can you help you: Make educated
career decisions. Most of us are far too quick to list our weaknesses, but hesitant to list our strengths. I am
comfortable with my sexuality. I speak carefully, understand what I am promising, keep my promises, behave
consistently and predictably, and provide early notice of problems or changes of circumstances. Others worry
about carrying all the weight on their own shoulders, so they seek out business partners, joint venture partners
and mentors. Or you may have been aware that you get bored easily but didn't think that you could solve this
problem by looking for a career that offers a lot of variety. What emotions do I feel now? Get daily articles,
deals, and more! Using Your Personality Inventory Results The career development professional who
administered the inventory should explain your results to you. When you know about your personality, you
can also make decisions about the environment in which you would prefer to work. Instead, step 4 â€”
personal inventory â€” is just one aspect of a more holistic approach to treating addiction and just part of the
process. Once JL saw his situation with clarity, he was able to formulate a plan to change it. He had no
specific life goal, much less a well-planned strategy to change his situation. I choose function over opulence.
In fact, it is a crucial part of addiction recovery as a whole. I am temperate ; I exercise self-control and live in
moderation. Step 4 of the Twelve Steps: We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. From
personality types to morals and interests, these are the truths that define you as a person. By Dawn Rosenberg
McKay Updated January 14, A personality inventory is a self-assessment tool that career counselors and other
career development professionals use to help people learn about their personality types. Step 4 â€” Personal
Inventory â€” As Part of Drug and Alcohol Recovery While taking self-inventory is a crucial part of the
recovery process, it is important to understand that this is not the end-all-be-all of addiction recovery. Why is
taking self-inventory and admitting our shortcomings such an important part of the addiction recovery
process? With this information, you have taken another step towards personal empowerment and can now
create a truly personal plan for building success. This is one of the major questions we are here to address,
along with: What is step 4 of Alcoholics Anonymous? Still others get nervous about income fluctuation, so
they build up solid emergency funds. On the podcast, she emphasizes the importance of setting aside time to
consider where our time is going and where we want it to goâ€”not just at the beginning of the year or on our
birthday, but each month. Grapevine in Like Richard says, step 4 â€” taking personal inventory â€” allows
individuals struggling with addiction to see themselves for who they really are. I am thankful for my life, the
lives of others, the world we live in, all that I am able to do, and all that I can experience. The only way to
overcome addiction is to be honest about the impact it has had on your life and outline specific tools for how
to cope with its effects in the future. This personal inventory can also be used in the future to identify
additional skills you want to strengthen or acquire. How do these past resentments affect my current self? It is
not about fixing everything all at once. What is my general sense of personal well being? Interest inventories
are a great way to discover new and exciting careers. Be unapologetically focused on what your needs are and
write it down.


